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UNIVERSAL

UNIPSI

UNIPSF

    bridge

    Upper protection

   pivoting temples

  coinjected straight temples

PRotECtIoN foR ALL
The wrap-around UNIVERSal model adapts to all face shapes thanks to
its B-Flex bridge and pivoting temples.

Adjustable cord
CORDC

suPPlieD WitH
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UNIVERSAL

C

uNiPsi uNiPsF

3660740006525 3660740006532

3660740106522 3660740106539

3660740206529 3660740206536

UNIPSI 2C-1,2  1 FT    EN166 FT  

UNIPSF 5-3,1  1 FT   EN166 FT 
UNIVERSAL

The revolutionary B-Flex technology 
provides unique flexibility. light, soft and 
fully pliable, the B-Flex bridge is fully 
adjustable and perfectly fits all faces 
thanks to its shape-memory material.

PRotECtIoN foR ALL

C CHARACteRistiCs

LENSES pc - 2,3 mm - curve 9

fRAmE pc

tEmPLES pc + tpr

StRAP non applicable

foAm non applicable

SPARE LENSES no

Clear anti-scratch/anti-fog

Smoke anti-scratch/anti-fog

MODel VeRsiONs ReFeReNCes leNs MARKiNg FRAMe MARKiNg COAtiNgs

Optical class symbols:

1. Continuous work

Mechanical strength symbols:

F.    Low energy impact, resists a 6 mm, 0.86 g ball at 45 m/s 
 Maximum protection for glasses.
t.    The letter T, immediately after the mechanical strength symbol, 

authorises use for high speed particles at extreme temperatures.
Others symbols:

  European standard   Manufacturer name

eN 166: guaranteed minimum resistance of the protective eyewear against 
everyday risks including dropping the protective eyewear onto the ground, 
ageing by light exposure, exposure to heat or corrosion etc.
F.    Low energy impact, resists a 6 mm, 0.86 g ball at 45 m/s 
 Maximum protection for glasses.
t.    The letter T, immediately after the mechanical strength symbol, authorises 

use for high speed particles at extreme temperatures.
  European standard   Manufacturer name

Bollé safety product approval certificates to Ce standards will be 
sent on request.

lENS MaRKING FRaME MaRKING

TECHNOlOGY ClEaNING aNd STORaGE

individual plastic 
bag

10 safety spectacles 
per inner box

300 safety 
spectacles per 

outer pack

PACKAgiNg AND eAN13 CODe

CleANiNg: The lenses should be cleaned regularly with a mild soap detergent or optical 
solution.

MAiNteNANCe: Pitted, scratched or damaged lenses must be replaced by replacing the 
complete product. If the frame is damaged also replace the complete product. after each 
use it is recommended to keep the spectacles or goggles in a microfiber pouch or rigid case.

stORAge: Store between 5 and 40 °, humidity <90%.


